Saturn vue hybrids

The Saturn Vue Hybrid's "mild" hybrid system produces superior gas mileage, but it's also
significantly more expensive than the non-hybrid four-cylinder competition. The Saturn Vue
Hybrid sports some mighty fine fuel economy ratings for its size -- 28 combined mpg evokes
economy cars, not 3,pound compact SUVs. To its credit, the Vue Hybrid is nicely equipped,
boasting such upscale standard features as alloy wheels and automatic climate control, and
buyers will also likely benefit from a federal tax credit. Nonetheless, the Vue Hybrid's mpg edge
over its rivals may not seem significant enough to justify spending all that extra cash. Though a
more complex "two-mode" Vue Hybrid is promised for the near future, the current model
continues to shares its mild hybrid technology with the Aura Hybrid sedan and its corporate
cousin, the Chevrolet Malibu Hybrid. Unlike the more complex systems found in the Ford
Escape Hybrid and Toyota's various hybrid vehicles, the Vue Hybrid's small electric motor
provides negligible assistance during acceleration and is incapable of powering the Vue by
itself. Instead, the electric motor's primary purpose is to restart the gas engine when it shuts
down at a stop. Most of the Vue Hybrid's fuel savings derive from the gas you're not burning
when the Vue is stationary. These savings are remarkable, though -- the Vue Hybrid betters the
conventional four-cylinder Vue by 6 mpg, whereas the Aura Hybrid manages just 2 extra mpg.
Beyond its green credentials, the Vue Hybrid features solid road manners, plenty of standard
equipment and a high-quality interior. However, it's hampered by a mere 56 cubic feet of
maximum cargo space -- the segment-leading RAV4 boasts 73, and most other compact SUVs
are at least in the 60s. There's also no all-wheel-drive option. In other words, the Saturn Vue
Hybrid is an SUV that doesn't haul a lot of stuff and can't go off-road, a combination that doesn't
exactly set our pants afire. The traditional four-cylinder SUVs are cheaper and still reasonably
fuel-efficient, while the "full" hybrid Escape yields 32 combined mpg, produces fewer emissions
and don't cost that much more. If you're sold on the Vue but want to burn as little gas as
possible, the Vue Hybrid makes perfect sense. Otherwise, the above-mentioned models will
likely serve you better. The Comfort and Convenience package adds rain-sensing wipers,
heated mirrors and windshield washer nozzles, an eight-way power driver seat and a
leather-wrapped steering wheel. The Premium Trim package adds leather upholstery, a
leather-wrapped shift knob and heated front seats. Other options include a sunroof and a six-CD
changer. The Saturn Vue Hybrid is powered by a 2. A small electric motor provides a smidgen of
extra help during acceleration, but its primary role is to restart the engine after it automatically
shuts off at a stop. Energy normally lost during braking is recouped by the Vue Hybrid's
regenerative braking system. A four-speed automatic transmission is standard, and the Vue
Hybrid comes only with front-wheel drive. The Vue Hybrid comes standard with antilock disc
brakes, stability control, front seat side airbags, full-length side curtain airbags, active front
head restraints and OnStar. In government crash tests, the Saturn Vue Hybrid achieved a
perfect five stars for both frontal and side-impact protection. Likewise, the Insurance Institute
for Highway Safety gave the Vue its highest rating of "Good" in side and frontal-offset crash
tests. Don't expect brisk acceleration from the 2. Also, don't be alarmed when the engine shuts
itself off at stoplights. The ride is soft, but the Saturn Vue Hybrid never feels floaty and soaks up
bumps with assurance. On the downside, the Vue Hybrid's electric power-assist system feels
numb and imprecise. The Vue Hybrid sports the kind of high-grade materials one expects to find
in European cars, which makes sense given that the Vue is essentially a rebadged Opel Antara
from GM's European division. Controls are simple and well marked, and an array of
chrome-accented round shapes, from the gauges to the air vents and climate controls, lends a
sense of style that's rare in this segment. Brushed-aluminum accents on the steering wheel,
door panels, parking brake and shift knob add to the upscale ambience. Front seat comfort is
generally adequate, though some folks may find the seat cushions a bit short and the seats
somewhat lacking in lumbar support. The comfy second-row seats recline and offer decent
legroom. There are no prominent battery packs or other components to impinge on interior
room, but the Vue Hybrid still musters just 56 cubic feet of maximum cargo space, which isn't
much for an SUV. I have over 40, miles on my Vue Hybrid. Absolutely no problems and I am
averaging I like the way it looks and rides. Too bad it is not being continued. Went to Hybrid to
save fuel and help America. The workmanship of vehicle is outstanding, with pleasant comforts,
and automatic features. Leather seats are comfortable, and hold the body in position. Great
handling in steering, and great acceleration if needed, mileage has been outstanding at 34mpg
highway on occasion 30 to 32 regularly, and average 27mpg city. Love the vehicle. First Hybrid.
Work for Car Rental company. Previous 03 VUE trade in. V-6, AWD. Alignment is important.
Love the independent suspension design. Waiting on Hybrid and hope, AWD. Interior is eye
catching, durable. As this was my first Saturn and my first hybrid purchase, I did considerable
research before finally buying. I knew to expect a pretty decent crossover, but this little Vue
Hybrid has exceeded every expectation! Being German-born and raised, I appreciate the smart,

no- nonsense, 'European' interior styling - no useless fluff or silly eye candy here. The exterior
is truly gorgeous; it grabs your attention unlike earlier Vues or most competitive offerings.
Stop-and-go city driving is returning MPG and highway Bravo GM! Write a review. See all 18
reviews. Available styles include 4dr SUV 2. Consumer ratings and reviews are also available for
the Saturn VUE Hybrid and all its trim types. Edmunds consumer reviews allow users to sift
through aggregated consumer reviews to understand what other drivers are saying about any
vehicle in our database. Detailed rating breakdowns including performance, comfort, value,
interior, exterior design, build quality, and reliability are available as well to provide shoppers
with a comprehensive understanding of why customers like the VUE Hybrid. Edmunds experts
have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Saturn VUE Hybrid and all model
years in our database. Our rich content includes expert reviews and recommendations for the
VUE Hybrid featuring deep dives into trim levels and features, performance, mpg, safety,
interior, and driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings, road test and performance data,
long-term road tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and more. This review was written by a
member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Our team drives every car you can
buy. We put the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating how they drive and comparing
them in detail to their competitors. We're also regular people like you, so we pay attention to all
the different ways people use their cars every day. We want to know if there's enough room for
our families and our weekend gear and whether or not our favorite drink fits in the cupholder.
Our editors want to help you make the best decision on a car that fits your life. Simply research
the type of car you're interested in and then select a car from our massive database to find
cheap vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in,
check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other
owners paid for the Saturn VUE Hybrid. Edmunds has deep data on over 6 million new, used,
and certified pre-owned vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and specs information like:
MSRP, average price paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and maintenance , features
upholstery, bluetooth, navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise control, parking
assistance, keyless ignition, satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires, wheel type, tire
size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc. Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to compare
vehicles to similar models of their choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior features,
specifications, fuel economy, vehicle dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating, and color.
Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is
the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher
monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the
other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're
someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. No
all-wheel-drive option, unimpressive cargo capacity. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code.
See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review The Saturn Vue Hybrid's "mild" hybrid system
produces superior gas mileage, but it's also significantly more expensive than the non-hybrid
four-cylinder competition. Sponsored cars related to the VUE Hybrid. Most helpful consumer
reviews 4. Side Impact Test Good. What about cargo capacity? When you're thinking about
carrying stuff in your new car, keep in mind that the VUE Hybrid has And then there's safety and
reliability. Learn more. Look for specific complaints that keep popping up in the reviews, and be
sure to compare the VUE Hybrid's average consumer rating to that of competing vehicles.
Safety scores, fuel economy, cargo capacity and feature availability should all be factors in
determining whether the VUE Hybrid is a good car for you. Check back soon for the official
Edmunds Rating from our expert testing team Learn more. Other versions include: 4dr SUV 2.
Edmunds Expert Reviews Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and
reviews for the Saturn VUE Hybrid and all model years in our database. Our Review Process
This review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers.
Consider a broader search. Why trust Edmunds? Check out Saturn lease specials. Sign Up.
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Unfortunately we couldnt
comw toether on communication, but I will say they did not stop trying for me. Responded
quickly to my inquiry. From first contact to final sale and follow up Skyler and Dillon of Golden
State Auto Sales were super amazing and an absolute pleasure to deal with! If you gave me a
sixth star, i would hit that too. Seller got back to me very timely and was very straight forward
about the car! Cut and dry it's a good thing no B. That's the kind of individuals you need to sell
cars! Over all I would give this seller a 4 out of 5! That's with not even buying the car! So take it
for what you take it for!!!!! This is a auction not a dealership! They tried to trap us in the building
so that we could not leave! You are not aloud to look at the vehicles. And when I started back to
the car a woman followed me and demanded I go in the building and tried to stop me from

leaveing. Mrs Danner was superb. She expressed interest, knowledgible about the auto, the
business using the Saturn as a towed vehicle, efficient seller and a strong negotiater. Nice easy
to talk to. Hadn't come toa price yet. Owner very helpful, it was pouring rain and she ignored it
and continued to bring vehicles to front for us to inspect. I sent an email that I was interested in
vehicle and Chris emailed me back and set up a time to come by and see it. When I did he was
great about telling me about it then got key and set me up with a test drive. I was able to drive it
as much as I needed to experience all it offered. Came back from test drive and made an offer
which was accepted, wrote a check and got sales receipt, very quick and easy process. Great
place to do business. I got a truck. After two days it started to run funny so I took it back they
fixed it in a jiffy gave me something to ride in as well while they fixed it In Nebraska working
now no issues great people 5 stars!!!!! Go get a car and see Mr Burt. Had an excellent
experience with this dealer. I worked with Amanda Rubin, she was very low pressure and was
able to answer all my questions about the vehicle. I was dreading having to negotiate with a
dealer first time I bought a car on my own but was very pleased and was able to get the vehicle I
wanted and at a good price. They even delivered the car to my home! They never responded, I
even got on their website and did a credit app and nothing. Turns out the truck they had listed
was sold. It took my old lady calling them for them to finally call me and tell me it was sold. I'll
never buy a vehicle from this place. Have not purchased from them yet, but would not hesitate
to either. Heather and Christian doing great follow through work!!! I contacted the dealership via
email and voicemail to inquire about this vehicle which I was very interested in and no one
responded. Once I was finally able to reach someone the truck was sold. Was told at 11 am the
car was still available. Either that buyer was the quickest ever or something's amiss. Even if the
buyer was sitting with the dealer when I called he should've mentioned it. Would've saved me 2
hours of driving. I wouldn't go again. Very run down and sketchy. For all the powerful models
that dominate the market, the Saturn VUE SUV has given family patriarchs an affordable and
effective means for transporting the clan. This model helped diversify the Saturn lineup after the
manufacturer invested heavily in the S-Series through the 's. Consumers know exactly what
they're getting when they buy this roomy, 5 seat SUV. A word to the wise: if you're looking for
the most stylish model on the market, look elsewhere. The VUE focuses on functionality and
performance. However, with the introduction of the Red Line and the VUE hybrid in the last
couple years, Saturn has shown that it can cater to a crowd that demands aesthetics and
environment-friendly mechanics. Most users feel good about having converted their garage into
a room with a VUE. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available
nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each
one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new
cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely
on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by
price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal
ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Request Information. Read
more. It is the same size as our Saturn Vue Hybrid so should meet our needs very well. Love the
look of the Vue, drives great, heated seats, sunroof, everything I love in a car but need more
room with the kids. Can fit a double sit n stand stroller and then some! Just in need of a third
row seat. Great pick up when you start out. And handles great. Gets about 22mpg in the winter
and about 25mpg in the summer. Tires are a year old, o Great car that gives the feel of a much
larger car. The ride is smooth and quite. The look is very sexy and Euro. I would buy this car
over again.. Gas milage is not too bad for a 3. If You want the power You have to let it drink.
Why Use CarGurus? Saturn dealers in Atlanta GA. Saturn dealers in Chicago IL. Saturn dealers
in Dallas TX. Saturn dealers in Houston TX. Saturn dealers in Los Angeles CA. Saturn dealers in
Miami FL. Saturn dealers in New York NY. Saturn dealers in Philadelphia PA. Saturn dealers in
Washington DC. MUCH has changed since the advent of the automobile. Commerce shifted
from heavy machinery to packets of ones and zeroes zipping through the air. But one thing
remains the same. The postmodern digital age has not caught up to cars, with one notable
exception: the hybrid gas-electric vehicle. With hybrids, auto engineers have finally harnessed
the internal combustion engine, placing it in a secondary position behind computer control
systems, electronic transmissions, power-splitting devices and dashboard video monitors that
provide X-ray vision into the inner workings of complex systems. The best hybrids show their
owners, every running moment, just how much energy they are using, and from what source,
and why. Can a hybrid play a significant role in solving the problems of oil dependency, auto
emissions and climate change? They just need to see â€” right now on their dashboards â€”
that their mileage represents a break from the past and a step toward a potential breakthrough.

Give me the right tools, and I or you can wring truly impressive mileage from cars like these.
The hybrid sport utility represents a double-whammy American automotive fantasy: the
go-anywhere, do-everything image of an S. But do these hybrids really deliver? The numbers
would impress any C. I drove the Green Line on two successive mile highway loops, one well
below the speed limit and a second in complete disregard of the 65 m. As a saint, I achieved an
impressive 36 m. As a sinner, my fuel economy dropped to I have little doubt that a careful foot
applied to the Green Line could regularly produce 30 m. Instead of a discrete electric motor that
can drive the wheels just like a gasoline engine, the Green Line uses a belt alternator-starter; it
shuts the engine off when the car comes to a complete stop, eliminating gas consumption at
idle. In the Vue, you can lift and return your foot to the brake as often as you like â€” as you
would in stop-and-go traffic. Each time, the engine pauses for a few moments at low idle, then
drops to a full engine-off stop. That feat â€” the thing that, in the view of many people, makes a
hybrid a hybrid â€” belongs for the moment only to full hybrid systems from Toyota and Ford.
Were good mileage the only criterion for likability, this review would be over. Handling is
acceptable but not impressive. The 2. Unfortunately, ridges that remain on the roof call attention
to the fact that something is missing. The lower profile also leaves the Green Line feeling more
like a portly wagon than a high-riding S. The doors are easy enough to open, but the upright
backseat is excruciating; passengers will yearn for the relative comfort of flying cross-country
in coach class. A volt battery pack, which lets the auto-stop function do its thing, is housed in
the cargo area. The rest of that compartment is occupied by what Saturn calls a rear cargo
organizer; it is a set of hinged plastic dividers so flimsy that my friends guffawed when I
showed it to them. The biggest flaw may stem from the cost-containment measures applied to
the instruments. The typical hybrid driver needs real-time information to wring the most miles
from the fuel, but Saturn provides only silly green lights and a little dial and pointer. The dial is
supposed to indicate when the battery is charging or providing an assist, but a meter to monitor
mileage on a specific trip would be much more useful. While the Green Line is rather Spartan,
the Red Line, a higher-performance Vue, has a distinctive front end, sport suspension, inch
alloy wheels, leather seats and much more. The not-so-subtle message: You can spend your
money on high-quality fun and get a Red Line, or opt for a big green bummer. Fortunately, a
new Vue is on the way. The model, which will be previewed at the Los Angeles auto show later
this month, will be similar to the new Opel Antara that will be sold in foreign markets. The new
Vue will also trade its ding resistant but ill-fitting plastic body panels for sheet metal, which will
perhaps make the crossover utility feel less like a disposable car. For now, the Vue Green Line
proves that G. The well-engineered belt alternator-starter could be offered on tens of thousands
of G. Yet as an overall package, the Green Line is sadly wanting. If the Saturn seems more
driven by green-marketing imperatives than by driver satisfaction, G. The Mercury Mariner
Hybrid combines the most robust gas-electric system available today â€” it will stay in electric
mode longer than any competitor â€” with the body of a stylish yet rugged-looking sport utility.
With its mix of digital-era sophistication and creature comforts, the Mariner Hybrid works so
well that one wonders whether, if it had been more aggressively marketed since its debut in late
, it could have been the hit that the ailing Ford Motor Company so desperately needs. Does the
Mariner Hybrid have the rugged sex appeal of other S. Is that even possible? Until now, hybrids
could hardly be considered babe magnets or or hunk attractors. Consider my brother. Fed up
with the cost of feeding a gallon of imported fuel into his Range Rover for every 11 miles driven,
he picked up a hybrid crossover utility, a Lexus RX h, instead. A year later, the drumbeat of
teasing from friends and loved ones â€” they accused him of driving a girlie car â€” compelled
him to ditch the Lexus and get another Range Rover. He should have held out for the Mariner
Hybrid. It is square and muscular but has flourishes like accent grilles on the taillights and
gauges rimmed in chrome. The Mariner is technically a crossover, but it seems solid and
upright like a real S. Instrumentation is crucial to the hybrid experience, because the fun of a
hybrid is using all available tools to get the maximum mileage. The Mariner Hybrid, like the
Escape Hybrid, offers an expanded opportunity to use the gas pedal, brake and gears to juggle
energy into and out of the rechargeable batteries. Want to get a full charge to the batteries?
Accelerate to about 30 m. How long do you want to stay in E. If you use some Astaire footwork
to accelerate slowly and evenly, you can nudge the Mariner to 30 m. If you slip out of E.
Certainly, few hybrid owners will take the time to learn all the tricks, but even the most
absent-minded motorists are constantly reminded that they are piloting some seriously
geeky-cool technology. But when I drove like a fool, overall mileage fell to the mids. The
ultimate benefits of hybrid technology â€” savings at the pump, a poke at OPEC, reduced
emissions, whatever â€” are personal. It made its debut under the same tired green banners and
slipped into obscurity almost immediately. True, the Mariner Hybrid hit its sales target without
breaking a sweat, but that is an exceedingly modest 2, a year. A suave but serious spokesman

might have let the American public see the Mariner Hybrid for what it is: a well-appointed,
well-priced S. It might even have gained recognition as the first great American vehicle of the
21st century. Home Page World Coronavirus U. This page is for personal, non-commercial use.
We get it. Ads can be annoying. But ads are also how we keep the garage doors open and the
lights on here at Autoblog - and keep our stories free for you and for everyone. And free is
good, right? If you'd be so kind as to allow our site, we promise to keep bringing you great
content. Thanks for that. And thanks for reading Autoblog. Read Owner Reviews. Read Reviews
Write a Review. We notice you're using an ad blocker. Please consider allowing Autoblog. Allow
Us! Here's how to disable adblocking on our site. Click on the icon for your Adblocker in your
browser. A drop down menu will appear. Select the option to run ads for autoblog. The exact
text will differ depending on the actual application you have running. Refresh the Autoblog page
you were viewing. Hey again! You still haven't turned off your adblocker or allowed our site. It
only takes a few seconds. You must be logged in to perform that action. You must have
JavaScript enabled to experience the new Autoblog. Please follow the instructions below to
enable JavaScript in your browser. So, what is that light on your dashboard? The following are
warning lights and indicators found in vehicles built by Saturn. Click a link to learn more about
each one. They are roughly ordered by importance, which tends to be by color red, amber,
yellow, orange, green, blue, gray. There are over 30 of them, so search carefully! Remember that
only proper service and repair procedures will ensure the safe and reliable operation of your
car. These posts are for information sharing purposes only, and should not be used in lieu of an
OEM service manual or factory authorized service procedure. We are not in the auto repair
business nor do we publish automotive service manuals. Nothing we include on these pages
and posts has been reviewed, approved or authorized by any vehicle manufacturer. Technology
is always changing and what is current and accurate today may be literally out-of-date and
inaccurate tomorrow. And when it comes to the current state of flux in the auto industry,
nothing is more true. Made with by Graphene Themes. Toggle search form Search for:. Toggle
navigation DashboardSymbols. Saturn Warning Lights and Symbols So, what is that light on
your dashboard? Related posts. Search for:. Charge system trouble indicator -- click for more.
Brake trouble indicators -- click for more. More brake trouble indicators -- click for more. Oil
warning light -- click for more. Engine temperature indicator -- click for more. Electric power
steering fault indicator -- click for more. Seat belt reminder -- click for more. Air bag warning
indicator -- click for more. Securit
99 f 250
datsun nissan sentra
2000 f150 starter relay
y indicator -- click for more. Door ajar indicator -- click for more. Check engine light -- click for
more. Reduced engine power indicator -- click for more. Service reminder indicator -- click for
more. Check oil level indicator -- click for more. Low coolant indicator -- click for more. Stability
and Traction control indicator -- click for more. Stability control off indicator -- click for more.
Traction control trouble indicator -- click for more. Tire pressure monitor indicator -- click for
more. Anti-lock brake system fault indicator -- click for more. Haul or tow mode Indicator -- click
for more. All wheel drive fault indicator -- click for more. Low fuel indicator -- click for more. Low
washer fluid indicator -- click for more. Auto engine stop indicators -- click for more. Economy
operation indicator -- click for more. Cruise control indicator -- click for more. Fog lamp
indicator -- click for more. Turn signal indicator -- click for more. High beam indicator -- click for
more.

